STRATOS / SIRRUS SERIES

STRATOS 50

STRATOS 36

SIRRUS 50

SIRRUS 36

STRATOS 34

STRATOS 24

SIRRUS 24

Welcome to Osprey. We pride ourselves on creating the most functional,
durable and innovative carrying product for your adventures. Please refer to
this owner’s manual for information on product features, use, maintenance,
customer service and warranty.

OWNER'S MANUAL
ospreypacks.com
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SHARED FEATURES

FABRIC

1

Dual side compression straps

MAIN 	

2

Stow-on-the-GoTM trekking pole attachment

ACCENT 	 420HD Nylon Packcloth

3

Dual side stretch mesh pockets

BOTTOM 420HD Nylon Packcloth

4

Front panel storage pocket

5

Ice tool loop with bungee tie-off

6

Integrated raincover

7

Zippered hipbelt pockets

+

Internal hydration reservoir sleeve
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210D Nylon Crosshatch
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OVERVIEW
STRATOS 50

2

3

1

MEN'S

SPECS
Cubic Inches
Liters
Pounds
Kilograms
Inches
Centimeters

S/M
M/L
2868
3051
47
50
3.55
3.68
1.61
1.67
28h x 14w x 15d
70h x 36w x 38d

LOAD RANGE

25-40 lb | 12-18 kg

4

STRATOS 36

LOAD RANGE

15-30 lb | 7-13 kg

Removable top-lid with zippered
stash pocket

3

Under top-lid zippered mesh pocket

4

Side panel zip access to
main compartment

5

Front panel pleated fabric shove-it pocket

7	Zippered sleeping bag compartment
with bellowed divider
8

Removable sleeping pad straps

UNIQUE FEATURES

2
S/M
M/L
2014
2197
33
36
3.17
3.30
1.44
1.50
27h x 13w x 13d
69h x 33w x 32d

Top loader access to main compartment

2

6	Dual vertical zippered stash pocket on
front panel shove-it

8

SPECS
Cubic Inches
Liters
Pounds
Kilograms
Inches
Centimeters
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MEN'S

UNIQUE FEATURES

3

1

4

5

1

Top loader access to main compartment

2

Under top-lid zippered mesh pocket

3

Fixed top-lid with zippered stash pocket

4

Side panel zip access to main
compartment

5

Front panel vertical center
zippered pocket

6	Zippered sleeping bag compartment
with bellowed divider
7

Removable sleeping pad straps

7
8
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OVERVIEW
STRATOS 34
MEN'S

SPECS
Cubic Inches
Liters
Pounds
Kilograms
Inches
Centimeters
LOAD RANGE

1

6

5

S/M
M/L
1953
2075
32
34
2.95
3.08
1.34
1.40
24h x 11w x 12d
62h x 30w x 31d

UNIQUE FEATURES
1	Dual zippered panel access to
main compartment
2	Front panel vertical center
zippered pocket

2

15-30 lb | 7-13 kg

3	Zippered sleeping bag compartment
with bellowed divider
4

Removable sleeping pad straps

5

Front panel zippered stash pocket

6

Large top panel zippered stash pocket

3
4

STRATOS 24
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1
3

UNIQUE FEATURES
1

Dual zippered panel access
to main compartment

2

Front panel vertical center
zippered pocket

3

Front panel zippered stash pocket

4

Large top panel zippered stash pocket

MEN'S

SPECS
Cubic Inches
Liters
Pounds
Kilograms
Inches
Centimeters

ONE SIZE
1465
24
2.75
1.25
22h x 12w x 12d
56h x 30w x 30d

LOAD RANGE

10-25 lb | 5-12 kg
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OVERVIEW
SIRRUS 50

2

3

1

WOMEN'S

SPECS
Cubic Inches
Liters
Pounds
Kilograms
Inches
Centimeters
LOAD RANGE

5

WXS/M
WS/M
2868
3051
47
50
3.46
3.58
1.59
1.63
27h x 13w x 14d
68h x 32w x 35d

4

25-40 lb | 12-18 kg

7
8

SIRRUS 36
WOMEN'S

SPECS
Cubic Inches
Liters
Pounds
Kilograms
Inches
Centimeters

WXS/M
WS/M
2075
2197
34
36
3.07
3.20
1.40
1.45
26h x 12w x 12d
66h x 31w x 31d

LOAD RANGE

15-30 lb | 7-13 kg

2

3

1

4

5

UNIQUE FEATURES
1

Top loader access to main compartment

2

Removable top-lid with zippered
stash pocket

3

Under top-lid zippered mesh pocket

4

Side panel zip access to
main compartment

5

Front panel pleated fabric shove-it pocket

6	Dual vertical zippered stash pocket on
front panel shove-it
7	Zippered sleeping bag compartment
with bellowed divider
8

Removable sleeping pad straps

UNIQUE FEATURES
1

Top loader access to main compartment

2

Under top-lid zippered mesh pocket

3

Fixed top-lid with zippered stash pocket

4

Side panel zip access to main
compartment

5

Front panel vertical center
zippered pocket

6	Zippered sleeping bag compartment
with bellowed divider

7

7

Removable sleeping pad straps

8

SIRRUS 24
WOMEN'S

SPECS
Cubic Inches
Liters
Pounds
Kilograms
Inches
Centimeters

ONE SIZE
1465
24
2.56
1.16
19h x 12w x 12d
49h x 30w x 30d

LOAD RANGE

10-25 lb | 5-12 kg
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1
3

UNIQUE FEATURES
1

Dual zippered panel access
to main compartment

2

Front panel vertical center
zippered pocket

3

Front panel zippered stash pocket

4

Large top panel zippered stash pocket

2
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CARRY
1 AIRSPEED™ SUSPENSION
+ 	LightWire™ alloy frame creates low profile air
space, optimizing pack balance and ventilation
2 AIRSPEED™ SUSPENSION BACKPANEL
+	3D-tensioned breathable mesh backpanel
ensures supportive fit

3
HARNESS

3 SPACERMESH HARNESS
+ Sewn-in spacermesh
+ Mesh-covered ventilated die-cut foam

FRAME

3

1

STERNUM STRAP

+ Adjustable sternum strap with safety whistle
+	Multiple torso size options with
torso adjustability

BACKPANEL

2

4 SPACERMESH SEWN-IN HIPBELT
+ Zippered stretch mesh hipbelt pockets
+ 	E rgoPull™ hipbelt closure with hipbelts directly
connect to backpanel mesh
+ 	S eamless lumbar to hipbelt body wrap

4
HIPBELT

SIZING / FIT
STRATOS - MEN'S SIZING

SIRRUS - WOMEN'S SIZING

S/M

16-20" / 41-51 cm

WXS/S 13-17" / 33-43 cm

M/L

19-23" / 48-58 cm

WS/M

16-20" / 41-51 cm

WOMEN'S SPECIFIC FIT
+

The unique suspended mesh located on the shoulders, backpanel, lumbar and 		
hipbelt contour to a wide variety of body shapes and sizes to create a custom fit
to your body.

+

The pack shape is narrower and deeper, allowing greater freedom of movement
and increases stabilization by lowering the position of the load to a woman's 		
center of gravity.

+

The shoulder harness is designed with different curves to create an anatomical
fit for a woman's neck, shoulders and chest.

+

Women's hips are conically shaped with a larger difference between the waist 		
and hip measurements. The hipbelts are shaped and angled to accommodate 		
this difference, which allows a more comfortable load transfer and support.
HARNESS FIT
The harness straps should wrap fully around your shoulders with no gaps
between the pack and your back. The padded part of the harness straps
should end 1"/2.5 cm- 2"/5 cm below the armpits and the sternum strap
adjusted to approximately 2"/5 cm below the collarbone.
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FEATURE DETAILS

ADJUSTABLE HARNESS
50L / 36L / 34L / 24L
To adjust for various torso lengths loosen the load lifter straps at the top of the
harness, slide hand between backpanel and harness to release hook and loop
attachment and slide harness into position using arrows to guide. Firmly press on
backpanel to reengage hook and loop attachment.

INTEGRATED RAINCOVER
50L / 36L / 34L / 24L
The integrated, removable raincover provides protection in
adverse weather conditions.
A	Locate the raincover icon near the base of the
pack and unzip the raincover compartment.
B	Pull the raincover from the compartment and place over the top and
bottom of pack using the peripheral elastic to hold it in place.
C Reverse this process to return raincover to compartment.
D	To remove the raincover altogether, unfasten the toggle
from the cord loop and remove.
Note: To prevent mildew allow the raincover to dry entirely before storing.

INTERNAL RESERVOIR SLEEVE
50L / 36L / 34L / 24L
Place reservoir inside sleeve to help ensure proper pack weight
distribution. Clip reservoir to buckled loop to keep upright.

SLEEPING BAG COMPARTMENT
50L / 36L / 34L
Lower zippered compartment for dedicated
sleeping bag storage. The bellowed divider allows
full utilization of the pack’s volume when sleeping
bags aren’t carried.
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FEATURE DETAILS
REMOVABLE SLEEPING PAD
STRAPS
50L / 36L / 34L
Removable sleeping pad straps for
external attachment.
A	Unclip the two sleeping pad
strap buckles
B	Remove the webbing from the
triglide at the base of the pack
C Reverse to reattach

UPPER SIDE COMPRESSION STRAPS
50L / 36L / 34L / 26L
Side compression straps with quick release
buckles compress and stabilize loads for
optimal carry and can be used to secure items
to side of pack.

STOW-ON-THE-GO TREKKING POLE ATTACHMENT
50L / 36L / 34L / 24L
Osprey's Stow-on the-Go™ trekking pole attachment is designed to quickly
attach and carry trekking poles while wearing a pack.
A	Locate the elasticized loop on the lower left side of pack. While pulling the
loop out from the pack, insert the basket end of the trekking poles into the
loop.

SINGLE TOOL ATTACHMENT
50L / 36L / 34L / 24L
Single ice tool loops provide secure storage for a mountaineering axe.
A 	Slide the tool shaft through the top of the ice tool loop and flip the
shaft up toward the top of the pack
B 	Loosen the bungee cord lock and route the tool handle through
the bungee and tighten
C Reverse the process to remove
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B	On the left harness strap locate the trekking pole icon. Pull up on the cord
to open, place pole handles in the loop and tighten with
the cord lock to secure.
C	Reverse these steps to remove the trekking poles.

8

For more information on this product and others, pack care, how to pack your pack,
our lifetime guarantee, or to contact Osprey Customer Service, visit ospreypacks.com.
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